
Tyne Valley MTB: Alpine MTB Tour – July 2015  

 

July 2015  
7.5 ride days 

 

MTB Alta Rezia region where  
Switzerland meets Italy 
 
9 riders incl Ted + Graham 

Sat 11/07 to  
Sun 19/07  

 
 

The Alta Rezia region (www.altrezia.eu) offers some of the highest quality mountain biking anywhere 
in the world. This tour was designed to include some of the very best trails which are the Alta Rezia’s 
hallmark i.e. largely lift-accessed high quality singletrack in stunning situations. 

Undoubtedly, with its strong focus of providing high quality mountain biking routes, services and 
facilities, the Alta Rezia region massively impressed when club members rode some of its finest 
singletrack trails in 2012 as part of the Great Alpine Chain MTB Route (Geneva - Salzburg / Venice).  

Every day on this recent tour was high quality ramping up in standard as the week progressed. On the 
last day we rode ride an amazing high level thin traverse route which descends a challenging 2,000m.  

Without doubt it was the magic mix of incredible scenery, magnificent MTB routes and memorable 
overnights that made this tour extra special and a week none of the participants are likely to forget.  

 

 

Riders just a speck in the distance on the fabulous Flow Country Trail at Livigno 

 



DAY 1: The Tracciolino trail is being repaired and it’s just as well we rode it on a Sunday as we 
wouldn’t have been allowed onto it.  My second visit in 3 years.  

 

  

 



DAY 2: St Moritz has lifted its game since I last rode there. The Corviglia flow trail is excellent and 
being able to ride from the top of Piz Nair has opened lots of trail options. The Bahnentours concept 
comprises 7 uplift-assisted trails which provide 6,400m of total descent. To complete all 7 routes 
once requires and early start and no hanging about.   

 

 

 



DAY 3: St Livigno is a revelation even though it’s a work in progress. The existing downhills have 
been well hammered but two new flow trails on Carosella 3000, namely Coast to Coast and Roller 
Coaster combine to provide an exceptional descent of some 10 km. On the opposite side of the 
valley the Flow Country Trail is nothing short of ace. Livigno is a must return to resort. 

 

 

   



Day 4: The route via Lago di Cancano to Bormio was a transition day with a sting in the tail - BIG 
TIME. Easy, straightforward but enjoyable riding took us to the twin lakes amidst stunning views.  

 

Two riders took the scenic 17 ‘S’ bends descent to Bormio leaving 6 of us to ‘tackle’ the northern 
Monte Delle Scale path 198 soon to be aptly nicknamed Death Valley. There is a feint line above 
Trev’s helmet in the pic below which is the line our route took to, and across, the ravines. 

 

The path ‘guardian’ who lives at the start of this path advised us the route needed our full attention 
as it was very narrow in places. There was no mention of the fact around the mid point the path 
barely existed over a distance of circa 900 meters to the extent a slip whilst a descending hike a bike 
style would almost certainly have meant certain death.  



The bottom line is this path mustn’t have had its post Winter inspection because the ravines section 
was only suitable for mountaineers with a cool head, confident in their foot placement and carrying 
equipment, including a rope, to hopefully rescue a slipped person IF by luck a tree stopped their 
plunge of many hundreds of meters. In its present condition, this was certainly no place to be with a 
bike. 

  
LEFT: Much steeper and looser than it looks             RIGHT: Extremely steep, no footing – lethal! 

The guys were great; especially Ian L who I could see was comfortable in such terrain. T’other Ian 
excelled himself despite hating exposure. Dave coped magnificently but must have wished he had 
taken my advice to wear boots. Rob kept his cool even though he was well out of his comfort zone 
and Pete was steady away as ever, even with his knackered knees using his bike as a zimmer. My 
decades of mountaineering meant I was sure footed and unstressed in that environment but it also 
meant I was under no illusion the level of risk level we found ourselves exposed to, with no leeway 
on a number of sections for even the slightest slip, could have resulted in a terminal incident.  

 
The photos belie the steepness, looseness, and exposure to high risk of a very serious incident. 



 

The angle of the ‘path’ meant retreat with our bikes soon became impossible and continuing into 
increasing and unknown danger our only option. My Plan B was to stash the bikes and carefully 
scramble back the way we had come returning for them with help (and ropes) the following day but 
fortunately this wasn’t necessary. The risk level grew at every turn until at last the path reformed 
and more and more sections could be ridden, pushed or scooted (sitting on the saddle and using 
one’s legs to keep moving). 

We all felt immense relief when the path became fully ridable, albeit at black standard, and we 
finally emerged onto the road before descending to the hotel I’d booked in Bormio. On arrival at 
about 6pm, I was shocked to learn Graham our support driver hadn’t arrived (his ETA was 2 pm) and 
nor had the other two riders who I had been VERY glad had decided to opt for the easier finish.  

A phone call to Graham enlightened me he and the other two riders had decamped to a sister hotel 
just up the road on the advice of the manager of the hotel I’d booked. What a relief that was!   

 
View of Stelvio pass from the ravine ‘path’ 



DAY 5: Next morning the Bormio 3000 descent route from the top station on Cima Bianca (3018m) 
saw a delayed start due to the affects on the previous day. This route was certainly entertaining with 
lofty views, a feeling of remoteness and some challenging high level riding on a variety of singletrack. 

 

  

 

Ian B and Dave caught the gondola to continue their trail riding adventures whilst the rest of us were 
pleased to rest and sort out our personal kit. Graham and I spent much needed time drying 
communal items and re-organising the minibus.       

Before path 518 became 549, for reasons of 
weather change and Pete’s knees I decided to cut 
back onto path 542 then follow 522 to Santa 
Caterina. This was a good move as the rain hit us 
close to the village. Sadly, this turn of events 
meant we had to cancel riding the much 
anticipated Branca Trail and after a wet lunch we 
were all pleased to cycle downhill out of the rain 
and into Bormio’s sunshine. 



DAY 6: Without doubt the Pedenolo route is one of the most spectacular descents in the world. A 
bike taxi took 8 of us up to Passo Umbrail (2506m) which is where we joined the route. Fine 
singletrack took us onwards and upwards to the Batta di Forcola (col) at 2678m. 

 

From the col we descended into, and then traversed, the large basin on path 146 (below left) below 
before crossing onto 146.1 for the final climb up to Batta di Pedenolo from which the most 
spectacular of descents really begins. Below right shows the upper section and the lower below that. 

 

 



I’ve looked forward to descending this track and photographing mountain bikers on its different 
levels for five years. Trevor said “This is awesome” and Pete agreed.  Graham said “I’m so pleased I 
didn’t miss this route” and I thanked all seven guys for assisting with my photo request.  

We completed the rest of the descent on double track with a final steep ascent to the Stelvio Pass 
road before dropping into Bormio via Bagni Vecchi and Molina for a late lunch in the hotel garden. 

 

We loaded the kit and bikes into and onto the minibus and Graham drove us up to the Tibettenhütte 
(on the mountain side several pics below), our amazing accommodation perched above the top of 
the Stelvio Pass at 2770m. We arrived just in time to be engulfed in a dramatic storm which 
surrounded us with its awesome power and might. Thunder thundered and lighting flashed through 
the hammering rain and soon relentless hail turned everywhere white for a while. We were glad to 
be safe inside but looking out of our lofty accommodation.  

  

Above left shows the post storm light whilst above right show some of the top ‘S’ bends of 48 on the 
eastern flank  of the Stelvio Pass which was our view from our accommodation.  The plan for some 
of us to ride the Tibet MTB Route to below the farthest S in the photo was cancelled due to the 
storm and we settled in for the night. 



DAY 7: The Goldsee Weg was our objective for the last day of the tour and it dawned cloudless with 
the promise of at least ten hours of sunshine – the ideal forecast for one of the Alps’ classic routes. 
Named after the small lake on the first third of the route, the Goldsee Weg is probably one of the 
most exposed and demanding routes you are ever likely to ride and should not be underestimated. It 
requires fullest concentration and respect from riders who need to stay switched from start to finish 
and at all times mindful of their every move but also the wellbeing and safety of their fellow riders.  

Ian B wasn’t keen on the exposure for which the first section of the Goldsee Weg route is known so 
Dave agreed to ride the technical Tibet Trail with Ian from the Tibettenhütte on the south side of the 
upper valley down to Trafoi and thence to a chair lift. I suggested Graham parked the minibus at the 
lift station and with luck the three of them would coincide to take the lift up to the Furkelalm with 
their bikes to RV with the Goldsee Weg party for refreshment and the view.  

  
LEFT: Pete pushing up to the RV point – far steeper than it looks! RIGHT: The easy start path  

The first section comprised a VERY steep slope clearly visible from our accommodation which only a 
truly exceptional rider on a very low geared bike would even think of attempting to ride up (its been 
done!). The castellated Garibaldi building stands like a guard house at the very top of this slope just 
above our start path which leads gently to the remains of WW1 defence buildings.  
 

 Tibettenhütte 
minutes later my shout that we needed to set off brought three of the four guys back down to their 
bikes leaving me with a dilemma regarding the fourth as continuing without delay as a unit was my 
expectation and priority. What followed was far from ideal but in due course the unexplainably 
recalcitrant rider re-joined the group, albeit in a bit of a strop, and we were able to continue safely.   

Once ready, I set the 
riders off from our 
accommodation with the 
instruction to RV at the 
sentry box-like structure 
located at the start of 
our path. The first four 
guys to arrive parked 
their bikes at the RV and 
walked up a little further 
to the Garibaldi building. 

Pete and I arrived soon 
after and a couple of  



 
Rob and Pete riding the wide easy path on the section before where the path narrows 

 
James and Pete ride the first narrow section leading to the wider sloping ledge path shown below 

 
 



Once we reached the point where the exposure had more or less disappeared and the route to the 
Furkelalm was relatively low risk, I offered Rob and Ian the chance to press on to the refreshment 
stop now in sight at their faster rate whilst I stayed with Trev, James and Pete. We travelled slower 
at a more comfortable pace and arrived not too much later.  

 

Transported by lift, Graham had also arrived by then and within five minutes so did Ian and Dave and 
we all enjoyed a good rest and food – mostly in the form of high quality apple struddle.  

 

 
The tired and the knackered at the end of a very challenging classic Alpine MTB route; sadly I arrived 
too late to join Rob, Ian B and Dave on the Bimbam trail – my third failed attempt. Such is life. 

The plan was that Graham, plus any 
others seeking an escape route, would 
descend the considerable distance 
down to the minibus whilst and Ian and 
Dave would join the main group to 
complete the remaining two thirds of 
the route.  In the event, Graham was 
happy to enjoy the descent alone. 

LEFT: Dave arriving at the Furkelalm  


